
Elevating Luxury Leisure, Sustainably

At Tareo, our dedication lies in

developing and sourcing products that

elevate luxury leisure with a focus on

regenerative and restorative practices.

We passionately embrace a vision that

goes beyond the conventional, weaving

together the principles of forward-

thinking visionaries in both hospitality

and environmental stewardship.



ECO-LUXURY 

REDEFINED:

Experience a brand new era of

conscious indulgence - where every

single purchase contributes to a

sustainable and regenerative future.

CRAFTSMANSHIP AND

INNOVATION:

Immerse in the artistry of our

designs, where each item is a

testament to meticulous

craftsmanship and a celebration of

forward-thinking innovation.

TIMELESS DURABILITY,

TIMELESS STYLE:

Embrace a lifestyle where luxury

possessions not only exude timeless

elegance but also make a lasting

positive impact on the environment

around us. 
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Unveiling TiiPii Bed –

Your Gateway to

Timeless Luxury

The TiiPii Bed is not just a

product; it's a manifestation of

our commitment to redefine

elegance through timeless design

and environmental

consciousness. It serves as your

gateway to a luxury leisure

experience that not only pampers

but also stands the test of time.

Our mission is to integrate quality

and rejuvenation seamlessly into

the fabric of leisure experiences,

offering a sustainable and

enduring journey that

harmonizes with the

environment.



The Deluxe

R E S T O R A T I V E  E L E G A N C E

The Deluxe elevates outdoor lounging to unparalleled heights, offering a blend of

opulence and functionality that transforms any space into a haven of comfort. Made

with Sunbrella® solution-dyed material that’s specially designed for outdoor living.

STAIN RESISTANT 

SUNBRELLA FABRIC

WEATHERPROOF AND

WATERPROOF

PACKABLE AND

TRANSPORTABLE

BUILT FOR OUTDOOR AND

COMMERCIAL USE



Invest in durability and longevity with our Deluxe Daybed Sets. Made with

only the best materials and construction techniques for a sustainable

future. Choose from our collection of Waterproof Daybeds, 316 Stainless

Steel Stands, and protective Poncho Covers.

S P I L L P R O O F  &  U V  R E S I S T A N T

316 STAINLESS

STEEL STAND

WEATHERPROOF

PONCHO COVER

SUNBRELLA

OUTDOOR

FABRIC

The Deluxe Collection



We use only the highest quality

of materials with exceptional

durability because comfort is a

lifelong experience. 

Best-in-class luxury lounge

products, in three core ranges

that withstand the test of

time. 

We braid each rope, bend

every pole and cut every piece

of fabric to create a haven of

comfort and relaxation. 

Brilliant by design The ResultDetails Matter

Experiencing Nature's Bounty in Every Sustainable Detail



TiiPii Bed is thrilled to announce the outstanding success

of our partnership with the esteemed Hotel Rio Mar in

Ibiza. 

The collaboration between TiiPii Bed and Rio Mar has

proven to be a match made in luxury, as our uniquely

designed beds have become a focal point of the hotel's

commitment to elevated hospitality.

Hotel Rio Mar

O U R  P A R T N E R S



The Goodtime Hotel

The Goodtime Hotel, renowned for its commitment to

providing guests with an unparalleled experience,

embraced our brand's vision for comfort and

sophistication. 

Our uniquely crafted beds have become a central element

of the hotel's ambiance, enhancing the overall guest

experience. 

O U R  P A R T N E R S



Indulge in the crystal-clear waters,

white sandy beaches, and thriving

coral reefs. Our TiiPii Beds are

crafted to seamlessly blend

extravagance with sustainability in

the realm of leisure.

Whether you’re diving into water

sports or enjoying quality moments

of rejuvenation, our products offer a

unique and environmentally

conscious experience, embodying

the essence of sustainable living.

T H E  F U T U R E

Luxury Beyond Boundaries,

Sustainably



IN HOUSE DESIGN TEAM

Tareo and our in house Design team, Form + Fellow collaborate seamlessly to craft

sustainable designs, blending Tareo's expertise in sustainable development with Form

+ Fellow's innovative architectural solutions. 

This partnership prioritizes environmentally conscious materials, energy-efficient

technologies, and socially responsible design principles. Together, we create projects

that not only minimize ecological impact but also enhance community well-being. 

https://www.formandfellow.com.au/


Enabling Transformative

Sustainable Experiences

B E Y O N D  P R O D U C T S

Embark on a journey with Tareo Group as we contribute to the

ambition of redefining luxury leisure sustainably. Through our

regenerative and restorative practices, commitment to

longevity, and environmental stewardship, we aim to enhance

the well-being of customers, communities, and environments

in the luxury leisure sector. 

Together, let's create a better, more sustainable future for all.

As we seek collaborations with industry leaders who share our

commitment to sustainable development in luxury leisure, we

invite you to join us in shaping tomorrow's experiences. Let's

innovate together.



STAY IN TOUCH

E-MAIL US

 sales@tareogroup.com

FOLLOW US

@TIIPIIBED

CALL US

USA (+1) 224 236 0947 

UK & EU (+44) 203 289 0427

mailto:sales@tareogroup.com

